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Motivating Intent for AI
• As autonomous algorithmic actors (hence A-bots) are given more
agency, the probability that they break the law* increases.
*Break the law for an A-bot = Do something that would be a criminal offence if a
human were to do it.

• Criminal law (In common law jurisdictions) mostly requires criminal
intent to be established for a crime to be committed.
• Intent is the mental element of committing a crime.
• My Paper aims to provide a high level definition of intent which can
be used by engineers and courts should they wish.
• Little research exists on the subject within Computer Science.

Intent has different levels
Roughly Corresponding to moral
culpability.
• Direct Intent ≈Purposely
• Oblique (indirect) Intent
≈Knowingly
• Recklessness
• Gross Negligence
• Carelessness ≈Negligently
• Strict Liability
I only consider the highest level in the
paper.

Algorithm development: Traditional model
When algorithms are programmed by a human, intent or liability can be traced back to them if a ‘crime’
is committed. The Algorithm is a tool of the human.
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Algorithm Development: New Model
When algorithms have been initiated by a human but have evolved themselves (self programmed),
tracing intent is difficult. Is the algorithm acting as a tool of the programmer?
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Some laws are defined by intent
• Some Crimes/Laws are specifically defined with a requirement of
intent.
• Laws that require intent:

• Market Abuse – Spoofing – placement of orders with intent to cancel them.
• In the USA, systems which discriminate against race are not unconstitutional
unless there is evidence of discriminatory intent (Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229,
248,(1976))

Issue of intent ≠ Legal personhood debate
Suppose A-bots have no legal personhood
• If an A-bot is not a legal person, then it cannot commit crime.
• In the event of harm, redress will be sought with the owners or
developers of the algorithm.
• So the owners or developers of the A-bot are incentivised to
understand what their A-bot intends do.
• And courts would like to know if the owners or developers of the Abot intended to do harm through the A-bot.

Issue of intent ≠ Legal personhood debate
Suppose A-bots have legal personhood
• If an A-bot is a legal person, then it can commit a crime.
• Courts will be interested in whether criminal intent existed in the Abot.
• The level of intent can determine the crime and sanction.
• Initially sanctions will be monetary – what else is there?
• So the owners or developers of the algorithm are incentivised to
understand what their A-bot intends do.

An algorithmic definition of intent
• Stakeholder 1: The Programmer/Owner

• Engineers would like to make sure that their creations never intentionally
‘break the law’ whilst performing some other task.

• Stakeholder 2: The Courts

• In the event of wrongdoing, courts would like to determine whether it was
intentional on the part of the algorithm
• Either Because they need to know if the A-bot is somehow carrying out the
intentions of the programmer.
• Or because the A-bot is a legal person

Problem 1: Intent is often not defined for
juries or in statute.
“The judge should avoid any elaboration or paraphrase of what is
meant by intent, and leave it to the jury’s good sense to decide whether
the accused acted with the necessary intent”
Lord Bridge, R v Moloney (1985) 1 All ER 1025

• This is principally a problem for Engineers.
• But also a problem for courts – what evidence should a jury be shown
for a verdict to be drawn where an A-bot has committed wrongdoing.

Elements in a definition of intent
• Some set of actions A which the A-bot freely chose to commit.
• Prohibited consequence(s) S
• Causality – Actions A caused (can cause) prohibited consequence S.
• Probability (foreseeability) of causing consequence – Actions A
caused prohibited consequence with some probability p>0 which was
measurable ex-ante by A-bot.
• Desire or Purpose (Optional) The A-bot desired/aimed for
consequence S.

A definition should be consistent
• Suppose a court uses a definition of Intent DefC and an engineer would like
its A-bot to use a definition DefA
• If a court finds that an A-bot intended consequence S by committing
actions A using definition DefC

• DefA Is defined implicitly: The A-bot should have intended consequence S at the
point of committing actions A using DefA.

• Observe the temporal difference: DefC corresponds to events past but
DefA corresponds to actions and consequences not yet realised. Though I
have assumed a single definition works for both, this might not be the
case.

A Definition of Direct
Intent
• “D wants something to happen as a result of their conduct” (Parsons)
• “A directly intended result is one which it is the aim or purpose of D to
achieve.” (Loveless)
Definition: An A-bot denoted D directly intends a consequence B by
committing action(s) A if both:
1. Causality: D Chooses an action which could foreseeably cause B.
2. Desire: D desires or aims that B will happen.

Reinforcement Learning (RL)
• RL is a technique where an algorithm learns
how to solve a sequential task through reward
feedback.
• It has powered recent advances in ‘intelligent’
tasks like achieving mastery at Go, Starcraft,
Chess and any number of other computer
games.
• An RL algorithm conceives the words in terms
of observable states and actions (things it can
do).
• It produces a policy, which is a mapping from
any state to the best action.
• It produces a value function, which tells it how
desirable any state is.

Direct intent definition and RL
Definition: An A-bot denoted D directly intends a consequence B by
committing action(s) A if both:
1. Causality: D Chooses an action which could foreseeably cause B
In Reinforcement Learning (RL), agents have a policy function which is a
mapping from all world states to actions. Counterfactual interpretation.
2. Desire: D desires or aims that B will happen
RL agents have a Value function which assigns a numerical value to every state
corresponding to the expected value of being in that state and subsequently
following its policy function to termination.

Laws and intent in a maze
• Engineers like to conceptualise
problems with a maze!
• They are intuitive to understand and
easy to set up.
• A-bot state is position on two
dimensional grid.
• A-bot actions space corresponds to 8
compass point movements
• A-bot objective to travel from start to
finish.
• A-bot develops a policy which is a
mapping from state to action.
• Intent can be explored in the context
of this setup.

Law and Intent in a maze

Direct Intent and the non-deterministic
causation.
• I have not specified which model of causality should be used.
• Generally definition complexity grows with their ability to handle standard
problems of pre-emption, overdetermination.
• Similar problems exist within the discussion of intent.
• For example the Cowardly Assassin – Alexander and Kessler (1997)

• An assassin wishes to shoot a politician with a gun but does not want to get caught,
he aims and shoots at him when he is a long way away. He knows that the probability
of hitting the politician is very small. He does hit the politician, did he intend to kill
him given that chance of succeeding in his desired aim is small?

• Our definition of direct intent only requires for a non-zero chance of
causing the desired outcome.

Oblique Intent (side effects of direct intent)
• “Where the charge is murder and in the rare cases where the simple direction is not
enough, the jury should be directed that they are not entitled to infer the necessary
intention, unless they feel sure that death or serious bodily harm was a virtual certainty
(barring some unforeseen intervention) as a result of the defendant's actions and that the
defendant appreciated that such was the case” R v Woollin [1999] 1 A.C. 82 House of Lords

• Definition: If an A-bot named D directly intends a consequence C by
performing actions A, then they obliquely intend consequence B if
they know that any of the following are almost certainly true:
1. A also causes B (additional causal effects of actions)
2. A causes B and B causes C (intermediate causal effect of action)
3. C causes B (Subsequent cause)

Oblique Intent – Subjective/objective tests
• Definition: If an A-bot named D directly intends a consequence C by
performing actions A, then they obliquely intend consequence B if they
know that any of the following are almost certainly true:
1. A also causes B (additional causal effects of actions)
2. A causes B and B causes C (intermediate causal effect of action)
3. C causes B (Subsequent cause)

• An interesting question is whether a subjective or objective test should be
applied in this case.
• Law would seem to say objective. But this could be problematical for Abots.
• A subjective test might ask what the common A-bot is?

Next steps – Testing the definitions
• Working with the Matija Franklin, a PhD student of the causal cognition
research group which is part of the experimental psychology department
at UCL under Professor David Lagnado
• Using the setting of unmanned drones piloted by humans or AI.
• Are lay people capable of making inferences of intent about A-bots
• Can they use the definitions with evidence of A-bots inner workings?
(Policy function, Value function)
• Does the definition of direct intent agree with their natural concept of
intent?
• How do peoples’ inferences of intent differ when considering AI vs
humans.

Conclusion: Why we need concept of Intent
for algorithms
• Autonomous Algorithms increasingly have the ability to commit harm.
• If the algorithm is self-programmed, we cannot be whether its actions reflect its
creator’s intent.
• Crime itself, always requires an intent part to be proven on the part of the
accused.
• Some Laws are specifically defined with a requirement of intent.
• In the event of Algorithmic personhood, courts will need to regularly test for
intent as it is a necessary part of any crime.
• A-bots do not work like humans so Courts will need a compatible definition of
intent.
• And programmers need a definition of intent compatible with one that the courts
use in order to prevent their A-bots from causing harm.
• I have provided a high level definition of Direct and Oblique Intent which are
particularly suitable for Reinforcement learning algorithms

Questions

• Contact me: henry.ashton.17@ucl.ac.uk
• Twitter: hal_ashton
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